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The pleasures of escaping on a narrowboat are many; seclusion, adventure and the promise of
sipping something decadent as the sun sets... all whilst cruising through the heart of England
wherever and whenever the mood takes you.
Life afloat is exhilarating and transformative, and once you’ve tried it for yourself you may
wonder why you ever left it this long. Many of our guests return again and again, thirsty for a taste
of that unique nomadic lifestyle.
Our small fleet of canal boats include the design–led Boutique Narrowboats for couples, a six
berth boat perfect for families (and dogs!) and the ever–popular Day Boats.
We hope you find your gentle escape among them and discover the joys of holidaying
“unplugged.”

AARAN CHAPMAN and SHARON PEACH
Union Wharf Narrowboats Ltd

Woodland Grayling

WOODLAND GRAYLING
Boutique Narrowboat

Built in 2020, Woodland Grayling is the
newest Boutique Narrowboat at Market
Harborough, featuring generous spaces
and luxury furnishings.
This is our flagship boat, and has been
fitted out to a very high specification.
Here you will find black marble and
mosaic stone in the bathroom; whilst in
the kitchen, the wine fridge keeps your
bottles
chilled
to
the
perfect
temperature and an icemaker cools your
summer drinks.
As in all the Boutique Narrowboats, the
king-size bed is wide and deep and
perfect for couples.

Alongside these modern touches,
Woodland Grayling showcases some
wonderful antiques including a Bergère
leather chair from the continent and oil
paintings and mirrors in gilt frames. Midcentury Ercol stools bridge the gap
between old and new.
This boat is immensely practical, as well
as being design–forward. It boasts
exceptional head height of 6’7”, a
breakfast bar for dining, a warm-air
drying cupboard to offset the British
weather and – unusually for a hire boat –
a bow thruster to take the stress out of
manoeuvring.
If you enjoy five star luxury, this is a
narrowboat for you.

Chalkhill Blue

CHALKHILL BLUE
Boutique Narrowboat

Chalkhill Blue is a narrowboat which is
flooded with soothing, natural light.
The interior has a calming Scandinavian
feel, although
Chalkhill Blue is an eclectic home to
antiques from England and France, too.
The delightful French Godin stove, for
instance, is an unforgettable feature and
keeps the boat toasty in cold weather.
And in the kitchen, an antique oak
cabinet houses all the cooking
equipment you'll need for a self-catering
holiday.

The generous bathroom is created for
relaxation, featuring a spa shower lined
with travertine stone and illuminated
from above. The basin is a tactile, honed
river stone.
The king-sized bed is nestled in a room
of Nordic-style tongue and groove
cladding, with handcrafted carpentry
offering a rustic feel.
A modern engine powers this boat and
couples tell us that they enjoy the
spacious back deck where they can chat
and reconnect as they meander gently
along the canal.

Kathleen May

KATHLEEN MAY
Boutique Narrowboat

Kathleen May is a unique, heritage-style
narrowboat with an interior inspired by a
simpler way of life.
The beautiful external features are
modelled after old working canal boats
and include a classic stern and tiller, and
traditional portholes.
Inside, a quirky layout offers a curtained
dining area which doubles as a cosy
second bed.
The small range cooker takes centre
stage in the kitchenette, powering the
heating and hot water as well as
cooking.
A little fridge with icebox makes this
boat perfect for short breaks.

Shelving is made from reclaimed wood
and linen cabinet curtains create a
country feel. This is a delightfully-pretty
narrowboat kitchen – try opening the
side hatch on a sunny day for a
guaranteed smile!
The main bed measures 4 feet wide to
allow for a walk-through design with
direct access to the front deck. It can be
extended to 4’6 feet by means of a pull
up side panel.
Antique
furniture
paired
with
contemporary light fittings keep things
fresh and modern in the saloon.
The engine is a vintage Lister, in keeping
with the historic feel of this boat.

Lesley Ann

LESLEY ANN
Boutique Narrowboat

Lesley Ann is brimming with soul. From
the rustic reclaimed cladding to the
natural slate tiles, down to the
characterful potbellied stove and the
antique music cabinet, this is a
narrowboat with warmth and charm.
The deep insulation on this canalboat
makes it particularly welcoming in cold
weather and cool in the heat; the interior
design draws its inspiration from the
cocoon–like feel of the boat. If you are
planning to retreat from the world for a
few days, then Lesley Ann is a great
choice.

For those who enjoy home-cooked
meals, you'll find plenty of kitchen
equipment in the well-stocked galley.
This boat also has a dishwasher, so that
domestic chores are kept to a minimum.
The engine on Lesley Ann is vintage and
the boat handles really well in the water.
Guests return to Lesley Ann time and
again to enjoy the waterways in unique
comfort.

Gosling

GOSLING
Family narrowboat

Gosling is our cherished family
narrowboat, perfect for small groups. A
seating area in the saloon leads directly
onto the front deck, providing a
generous space for family and friends to
spend quality time together.
Up to 6 people can sleep on Gosling in
three separate rooms.
Choose from four different bed layout
combinations in a mix of single (2ft) and
double (4ft) beds.
There are two shower rooms, too, so
that privacy is ensured.

The design of the back deck offers a
more secure area for young children
than typical hire boats and of course we
provide lifejackets for peace of mind.
We are delighted to welcome dogs on
Gosling, as well, so you don't need to
leave your best friend behind.
Gosling handles very well, even for firsttime narrowboaters. All training is
provided so that you have the
confidence
to
cruise
into
an
unforgettable adventure together.

Day Boats

DAY BOATS
Perhaps you are celebrating something special – an anniversary or birthday – or
maybe you simply want to get away for a few hours, escaping all other distractions.
Our day boats offer the perfect opportunity to be Captain for the day, and to cruise
your own little narrowboat up to the bottom of Foxton Locks and back.
The price of your booking includes full training and all fuel.
Our Day Boats are suitable for 2-12 people, plus a dog or two.

What's on board?
Small kitchenette with running water and eco-friendly washing up liquid and
teatowel
A small gas hob and kettle
Cooking implements
Can and bottle opener
Fridge or plug-in cool box
Picnicware, cutlery, glasses
Seating for up to 12
Toilet with toilet paper, soap and paper towels
Roll-up side panels to enjoy the outdoors in fine weather
Safety and boat handling equipment

New for 2021
The new Boutique Day Boat
Interior-designed
Quiet electric propulsion
Perfect for special occasions
2-6 people

For pr i ce s & to book onli ne...
Holiday boats

Day boats

www.boutiquenarrowboats.co.uk
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